Good for your child. good for the planet.®
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Every child is born
with an innate
musical sense and
when nurtured
through active
music making it
flourishes.
Scientific studies show that music is
not only fun but beneficial for cognitive
development. If you can visualize a thick
forest with no clear pathways through
it- that is the developing brain of a child.
Now, visualize the pathway being forged,
neurologically, every time you sing or
musically interact with your child. The
“music channel” is similar to the “language
channel” in the sense that it needs to be
stimulated and used, every day, in order
for it to grow and be strong. As part of
HOHNER, Inc., one of the oldest professional
musical instrument companies, we believe
every day is a good time for Music-Play.
physical

skills
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Motor Skills

Sense of
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Imagination &
Creativity
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Discovery

Self Expression
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cognitive
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Our products stimulate:
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When I first saw [the elephant shaker] I couldn’t get over how adorable he was, but I also was
afraid that my daughter, being not quite six months old yet, would have a hard time grasping it. I
was pleasantly surprised when she grabbed a hold of it right away and began shaking it.”
HotMessyMommy.com
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infant
activities

6-12
Months
meses • mois

It’s never too early to start
helping your child with
auditory and cognitive
development. Visual
learners love to watch and
learn with their eyes. It’s
important for you to give
them something to LOOK at
as you interact with them.

rattle roller #3726

A fun rattle which can either be held or rolled
on the floor. Constructed of eco-friendly
Rubberwood with a colorful finish made of 100%
water-based non-toxic paint. 2.25” high with
1.25” bell. Includes hanging header card.

baby Bear
shaker #3716

An adorable bear shaker with a unique
design to inspire imagination and
creativity. One piece shape is 5”
long and constructed of eco-friendly
Rubberwood. Easy to hold with smooth,
curved edges, and provides a soothing
shaking sound. The simple artwork on
the face will appeal and engage. A
safe loop provides an easy hanging
solution for strollers, car
seats, or in the house.

Endangered animal shaker set #3788

Special collection of endangered land, air, and sea animal shakers will teach
children about environmental impact in a fun and engaging manner. Set includes
~4” Long-Eared Owl, Amur Leopard, and Leatherback Turtle. Shakers constructed
of eco-friendly Rubberwood with a finish made of 100% water-based non-toxic
clear coat finish. Attractive open gift box will hang.

NEW
handle cage Bell #3725

A fun bell for small hands! Constructed of ecofriendly Rubberwood with a colorful finish made
of 100% water-based non-toxic paint. 4.75” high
with 1.25” bell. Includes hanging header card.

animal Shakers set#3785

Attractive display box includes set of ten ~4” animal shakers – one of each shape. Shakers made from ecofriendly Rubberwood produce a soft and gentle sound. Easy to hold and play.
Ram #3798

polar bear #3794

llama #3791
elephant #3790

porcupine #3792
dog #3796

whale #3793

rhino #3795
sparrow #3797
dolphin #3799
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“Made from smooth, sustainable rubber wood, [the] boat whistle is not only fun but also a great
learning toy – helping to stimulate creativit y and curiosit y while your little one develops their fine
and gross motor sills. We love that [our daughter] can play with it as a boat toy or a whistle!”
GrowingUpMadison.com
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mama Bear
drum #3718

toddler
activities

+
24
Months
meses • mois

Allow toddlers to hold an
instrument in each hand as
they sit and listen to you
sing. By now, they will be
able to understand how
to make the sound of the
instruments themselves.

An engaging 10.5” bear shape
everyone will love! A natural drum
head that is recessed into the
Rubberwood body provides an
easy playing platform. Play it with
your hands or included wood
mallet. Open box will hang.

Papa Bear #3715
glockenspiel
13” Rubberwood bear design
features a resonator chamber
which enhances bar sustain.
Five precision tuned bars
in C pentatonic scale
creates a pleasing
soundscape no matter
which notes are
played. Special arm
design prevents the
removal of bars
making it safer for
toddlers. Includes
wood mallet. Open
box will hang.

race car whistle #3775
train whistle #3776
boat whistle #3777
6” Eco-friendly Rubberwood Whistles. Multiplay product – play as a race car/train/boat or
as a whistle. Race Car has oversized wheels
making it easy to glide across all surfaces. Open
box will hang.

barrel shaker #3723

5.5” Rubberwood barrel shaker. Includes
hanging header card.

side to side
shaker #3728

5.5” Rubberwood side-to-side shaker.
Includes hanging header card.

triangle castanet #3729

5.5” Rubberwood castanet in unique triangle
shape. Includes hanging header card.

Egg #3765
Shape
Handle
Maracas

NEW

Pair of egg shaped
handle maracas are easy
to hold and shake. The
small round head design
produces a brighter more
focused sound. Handles
made from smooth
Rubberwood that feels
good to hold. Includes
hanging header card.
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“The beginner drum set and Melody Glockenspiel [were] ver y durable and engaging for [a] 7-yearold autistic boy. He absolutely loved them! Could have played for hours!”
Alisa R. | ToyDirectory Independent Toy Tester
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preschool

activities

+
3
years
años • ans

By this stage, the kids will
be showing YOU things to
do with the instruments.
Take time each day, even
if it is only 20 minutes,
to interact with them
musically.

monkey #3730
glockenspiel
14.5” Rubberwood monkey
design features a resonator
chamber which
enhances bar sustain.
Eight precision tuned
bars arranged in a C
major scale provides
an authentic musical
experience and a pleasing
soundscape. Easy to play flat
or vertical. Includes wood
mallets. Open box will hang.

Always, always, be their
role model for musicality.

beginner drum set #3750

Four instruments on a central base perfect for the
budding Ringo Starr – two removable drums, bright
cymbal and multi-timbre wood block add to
the array of sounds you can make. 12.5”
ergonomically designed Mangowood
base fits easily on a lap or table.
Includes pair of wooden mallets. Closed
box with handle.

NEW
Wood Kokoriko clatter #3767

This 9.5” ancient Japanese instrument produces a gentle clatter that
kids love. It is great for improving hand-eye coordination and other
gross motor skills. Constructed of eco-friendly Rubberwood blocks of
wood connected to a sturdy leather strap with easy to grip wooden
handles at each end. Includes hanging header card.
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melody glockenspiel #3705

12.5” ergonomically designed eco-friendly Mangowood base fits
easily on a lap or table. Eight precision tuned bars in the C major
diatonic scale provide an authentic musical experience
that never sounds tinny. Includes pair of wood
mallets. Closed box with handle.

tone drum #3770

6” eco-friendly Rubberwood tone drum with 4
grooved tone chambers that produce warm and
appealing rhythms when struck. Includes child
safe rubber mallet. Open box will hang.

tom-tom #3760

6” traditional double headed
drum with natural heads
produces a deep drum
sound. Child-safe
loop allows you
to hold it while
playing or carry.
Store your mallet
in the built in
holder when not
in use. Open box
will hang
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slide #3780
whistle

7.5” Rubberwood slide
whistle. Use the wooden
slide to create high &
low sounds and various
melodies. Includes hanging
header card.

Shake & Clap set #3786

Attractive display box includes 6 eco-friendly
wood frog castanets and 10 wood egg
shakers. Fits easily into all hands.

wood egg
#3720

frog castanet
#3721

“Some instruments
for little kids sound
just terrible. They
don’t make music,
they make a racket.
These instruments
from Green Tones,
however, were a
delight.”
MediaMacaroni.com

temple blocks #3740

Rubberwood blocks with five different pitches for fun
rhythmic play. When struck with a mallet the blocks
sound higher or lower depending on their size – the
smaller the block the higher the pitch. 12.5”
ergonomically designed Mangowood
base fits easily in your lap or on
a table. Includes pair of
wood mallets. Retail
box will hang.

NEW

stirring #3727
xylophone

5.5” Rubberwood
stirring xylophone.
Wooden mallet stirred
inside xylophone creates
soothing soft sounds.
Includes hanging header
card.

Spinning
drum #3722

5” Rubberwood
spinning drum.
Spinning the handle
quickly hits the attached
balls and make a
rhythmic drumming
sound. Includes hanging
header card.

Wood
handle
ratchet #3782

Twirling ratchet makes unique
percussion sound effects.
Handle made from smooth
Rubberwood that feels
good to hold. Includes
hanging header card.
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“The tone and qualit y are excellent. My wife is an elementar y music teacher with a large inventor y
of various instruments... but she would want these as well.”
Steve Griffits | ToyDirectory Independent Toy Tester
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We believe that
health and wellness
come from the
environment, and
that business is
responsible for
positive change.

Hi there, I’m the Parent’s
activity guide. I’m chock-full
of fun music making games and activities
for parent’s to do with their children of all
ages. These activities are broken into 3
different categories (music, movement,
and drama) which improve children’s
physical and cognitive skills. I also include
tips on setting up a home environment to
encourage explorator y development and
set up for a life long love of music.

As a member of 1% for the planet, we are
part of a growing global movement of over
1,200 companies that donate 1% of our sales
to dedicated environmental organizations.
You show your love for the planet when
you buy a green tones® instrument. One
percent of that sale goes to non-profit
organizations dedicated to protecting the
environment. With over 100 million donated
by companies like green tones® so far, 1%
really is a big number. So by supporting
green tones®, you’re giving back too!

I’m a great value add that will increase
your customer base. Contact your sales
rep for information about promotional
oppor tunities with this booklet.
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green tones® is owned by

. Since 1857 HOHNER
has been manufacturing and selling quality
musical instruments. Combining HOHNER’s
heritage of providing authentic musical
experiences with environmentally-friendly
materials, we strive to provide a safe and
engaging platform for music play. At green
tones®, providing a musical foundation
with eco-friendly, high-quality wood
products that are safe and sustainably
produced is our passion.

Gewerbestrasse 12, CH-3065 Bolligen
Switzerland

gogreentones.com
/gogreentones

/hohnermusic
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